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Recurve Limbs
The bottom limb has the bow 

size displayed

Recurve Riser
The handle, complete with 
bolts to attach your limbs

Arrow Rest
Guides your arrow for an 

accurate shot

Bow Sight
5 pins to tune in at different 

distances

String Nocking Clips

String Wax

Hex Key Tool Set

Arm Guard

Protect your forearm from 
string slap

Stabilizer
Shock absorber and balancer 
for your bow

Hip Quiver & Arrows
12 arrows to get you started, 
stashed in a convenient hip 
mounted quiver

Arrow Puller
That extra grip to retrieve 
your arrows if they get stuck

Bow Stringer
Use with the included Bow 
String to get your recurve 
ready to shoot 

BOW SET

BOW SET LIST OF ITEMS
The Zone Archery Hunter Recurve is for 
those who prefer the power and modern 
appeal of a hunting bow.

The starter kit comes with everything you 
need to learn archery. All of the items you 
see on this page are hand picked to give 
you all of the essential components. 

We recommend grabbing a nice soft 
archery target if shooting at home, and 
checking back in with us when you need 
a top up of arrows!



Recurve Limbs
The bottom limb has the bow 

size displayed

Recurve Riser
The handle, complete with 
bolts to attach your limbs

Arrow Rest
Self adhesive, guides your 

arrow off the bow for 
accurate shots

Finger Tab
Prevents pinching nerve 

endings on your finger tips 
and ensures a clean shot

String Nocking Clips

String Wax

Hex Key Tool Set

Arm Guard

Protect your forearm from 
string slap

Bow Sight
Adjustable for different 
distances

Hip Quiver & Arrows
12 arrows to get you started, 
stashed in a convenient hip 
mounted quiver

Arrow Puller
That extra grip to retrieve 
your arrows if they get stuck

Bow Stringer
Use with the included Bow 
String to get your recurve 
ready to shoot 

BOW SET

BOW SET LIST OF ITEMS
The Zone Archery Podium Recurve is for 
those who like the aspect of modern 
archery and being an accurate shot.

The starter kit comes with everything you 
need to learn archery. All of the items you 
see on this page are hand picked to give 
you all of the essential components. 

We recommend grabbing a nice soft 
archery target if shooting at home, and 
checking back in with us when you need 
a top up of arrows!



Recurve Limbs
The bottom limb has the bow 

size displayed

Recurve Riser
The handle, complete with 
bolts to attach your limbs

Arrow Rest
Self adhesive, guides your 

arrow off the bow for 
accurate shots

Finger Tab
Prevents pinching nerve 

endings on your finger tips 
and ensures a clean shot

String Nocking Clips

String Wax

Hex Key Tool Set

Arm Guard

Protect your forearm from 
string slap

Bow Sight
Optional to use if you prefer 
a more modern style of 
archery

Hip Quiver & Arrows
12 arrows to get you started, 
stashed in a convenient hip 
mounted quiver

Arrow Puller
That extra grip to retrieve 
your arrows if they get stuck

Bow Stringer
Use with the included Bow 
String to get your recurve 
ready to shoot 

BOW SET

BOW SET LIST OF ITEMS
The Zone Archery Traditional Recurve is 
for those who prefer the authentic feel 
of a wooden bow.

The starter kit comes with everything you 
need to learn archery. All of the items you 
see on this page are hand picked to give 
you all of the essential components. 

We recommend grabbing a nice soft 
archery target if shooting at home, and 
checking back in with us when you need 
a top up of arrows!



Set Up Information
Setting up a takedown recurve bow is a transferable skill between any takedown recurve bow.
The best way to set your bow up is to see it demonstrated in person, so we did the next best 
thing and made a video on how to get your bow ready to shoot.
Type this url in to your browser to see us set up a recurve bow;

https://youtu.be/lx7CuEs2B1Q

The bow used in the video is a different model (similar to the Traditional) but gives you all of the 
crucial steps from attaching your bow limbs to the riser, how to use a stringer and installing a 
nocking clip.

If you follow these steps your bow will be ready to shoot, and if you prefer you can use the any 
additional accessories that come with it for extra customisation.

Make sure you nock your arrow firmly to the string before shooting, and research how to shoot a 
bow with correct form - your local club, online video guides and even contacting us by phone or 
email is advisable for a first time archer!

Warranty information
Zone Archery products are covered by a 1 year warranty. Any defects including accessories on the 
bow will either be repaired or replaced.
Warranty does not cover consumables such as the bow string or arrows which will need to be 
replaced after a certain amount of use. It will also not cover any misuse of the product such as, but not 
limited to, dry firing the bow.

Safety information
- Never dry fire your bow (shooting without an arrow).
- Always make sure the arrow nock is secure on the string before shooting.
- String and de-string your bow with a bow stringer.
- Store bow by de-stringing to remove tension, and leave in a cool place.
- Always shoot at a soft, dense target (foam or bag targets work best)
- For the best safety and performance, research written and video guides online on how to set recurve 
bows up and correct shooting form.
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